For nearly 30 years, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been a valuable tool to 52 study plasticity of the human primary motor cortex (M1), with the first TMS maps being 53 documented in the early 1990s [e.g. 1, 2] . Initially, the technique was time consuming and 54 imprecise; however, the development of navigated brain stimulation using frameless 55 stereoscopy [3] improved its repeatability [4, 5] . Despite this step forward, the mapping 56 method remains a time consuming technique and its use beyond the research environment 57 remains limited to pre-surgical tumour mapping [6] . The importance of reducing acquisition 58 time is evident from the observation that corticospinal excitability fluctuates with time [7, 8] 59 and attention [9, 10] , and any changes following motor learning are short lasting. Moreover, 60
in clinical practice the time available with a patient is limited. Lengthy TMS protocols are both 61 mentally and physically demanding for the patient, thus limiting their use. As a result, 62 numerous studies have reduced acquisition time by compromising the map quality. 63
Traditionally, data acquisition for a full map requires between 15-30 min [11] [12] [13] , and this can 64 take up to 1 hour dependent on the protocol employed [14] . Importantly, this acquisition time 65
does not include preparation time to set up the electromyographic (EMG) recording, 66 determine the most excitable scalp site (commonly referred to as the hotspot) or to 67 determine motor thresholds. Data is typically acquired by stimulating M1 at multiple 68 predefined sites, organised in ~1 cm spaced rows and columns (See Figure 1A) , with 3-5 69 stimuli delivered at each site [e.g. 2, 15]. Offline, the position data are then matched to motor 70 evoked potentials (MEP) acquired from the EMG data to produce a 2-dimensional contour 71 plot (see Figure 1C ). To reduce acquisition time many investigators now use some 72 combination of shorter interstimulus interval, fewer stimulation sites or fewer stimuli per site. 73
In the literature, as few as 11 and as many as 225 stimulation sites have been reported [16, 74 17] . Sites are usually distributed in a square or rectangular grid with spaced at 1-2 cm [e.g. 75 M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes although this is achieved by minimising the number of stimulation sites [e.g. 25] or reducing 79 the ISI [e.g. 23, 24]. However, the effect on the TMS map has not been validated against the 80 more traditional long mapping protocols. This observation is interesting, as compromises 81 with any of the mapping acquisition parameters has been observed to shift the centre of 82 gravity (COG) of the map, and to change its area and/or volume, with respect to the 'true' 83 values [26, 27] . This highlights the importance of parameter selection. There is, however, no 84 consensus in the literature about how best to optimise these parameters in order to produce 85 a good-quality map in a short period of time. 86
Grey et al. [28] used frameless stereotaxy and a pseudorandom walk approach to avoid the 87 problem of accurate coil positioning to predefined targets (see Figure 1A ). When delivering 88 single stimuli in a pseudorandom walk one does not need to repeatedly place the coil in a 89 specific predefined position and orientation, thus ISI may be decreased in order to shorten 90 the acquisition time. No statistically significant difference was observed comparing the grid 91 system (traditional method) and random walk method for either of the COG x-y coordinates, 92
suggesting the two methods are comparable. More recently Julkunen [29] confirmed that it is 93 not necessary to use an evenly spaced stimulus grid in order to create a reliable map. 94
By adopting a pseudorandom walk method the stimulation site spacing and number of 95 stimuli per site become redundant parameters. As a result it is only necessary to consider 96 the ISI and the number of stimuli. The aim of this study was to use the pseudorandom walk 97 method to minimise the duration of the data acquisition (excluding preparation and data 98 analysis) required to construct a TMS map. This minimises the effect of changing attention 99 on corticospinal excitability and allows the method to be more feasible for motor learning and 100 clinical assessments. Therefore, we first determined the minimum ISI at which stimuli could 101 be delivered. Specifically, we examined five ISIs (1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 s) and tested the 102 hypothesis that ISIs of 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 s would be different from 4 s [11, 13, 18, [30] [31] [32] , as 103 evidenced by changes in COG, map area and map volume. Second, we determined the 104 minimum number of stimuli needed to create a map, therefore combining the minimum ISI 105 and minimum number of stimuli in order to determine the time needed to create a map.
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A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 5 Finally, to ensure validity of the method, we compared maps generated with the 107 pseudorandom walk method to maps generated with the traditional method of data 108 acquisition. This was achieved by comparing COG, map area and map volume and 109 assessing comparing reliability of both methods. Bipolar surface electrodes (Blue Sensor N, Ambu, Denmark) were used to record the 122 electromyographic (EMG) activity of the first dorsal interosseus (FDI). All EMG signals were 123 amplified (500-2k), band pass filtered (20-1000 Hz), and digitally sampled at 5 kHz to be 124 stored for offline analysis. 125
A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 7 that just exceeded 50 µV. In these cases the threshold was determined as the intensity at 139 which at least 5 out of 10 stimuli evoked an MEP clearly discernible from background EMG. 140
Coil position and orientation were monitored throughout the experiment using frameless 141 stereotaxy (BrainSight 2, Rogue Research Inc, Montreal, Canada). To create a map, stimuli 142 were delivered within a rectangular 6 x 6 cm grid superimposed on a generic brain image in 143 the Brainsight 2 software (see Figure 1A ). The grid was placed relative to surface anatomy 144 landmarks (e.g. vertex and ears) in an area that would encompass the hand area of the 145 motor cortex. 146 147
Peripheral Nerve Stimulation (PNS) 148
MEPs were normalised to the electrically evoked maximal M-wave (M max ) in order to 149 compare across different participants. To obtain the M max , a bipolar probe was used to 150 stimulate the medial nerve at the level of the elbow using a constant current stimulator 151 (Digitimer DS7A, Digitimer Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK). 152
153

Experimental protocol 154
The participants were seated comfortably in a chair with the right hand resting pronated on a 155 table. Participants were instructed to keep the hand fully relaxed during the experiments. 156
The participants were seated comfortably in a chair with the right hand resting pronated on a 157 
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A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 8 experiment was performed with 12 participants. The effect of stimulation frequency was 167 studied using five different ISIs: 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 s. A maximum ISI of 4 s was chosen 168 because an ISI of 3-6 s is commonly reported [11, 13, 18, [30] [31] [32] and to ensure the 169 experiment would not last longer than 2 hours. Each map was created by applying 170 100 stimuli at 120% RMT in the predefined grid. Stimuli were delivered to random locations 171 within the 6 x 6 cm square. The objective was to ensure two successive stimuli were not 172 delivered in close proximity and that that final map was populated by stimuli with a roughly 173 equal spread across the grid ( Figure 1A ). Immediate feedback about stimuli position and 174 orientation were provided by position markers in the neuronavigation display. Three maps 175
were collected for each ISI, with the order of presentation randomised to avoid an ordering 176 effect. To ensure participants would remain focussed on their task, a rest period of 1-2 min 177 was given between the maps. This experiment, performed with 12 participants, was designed to validate if a map created 181 using the characteristics found in Experiment 1 would compare to a map using the traditional 182 method. For the traditional method a 6 × 6 cm grid was created from 7 rows and 7 columns 183 with 1 cm spacing. Three stimuli were administered to each site at 120% RMT using a 1.5 s 184 ISI. Maps acquired using the traditional method were compared to maps acquired using the 185 pseudorandom walk method with 80 stimuli at 120% RMT and a 1.5 s ISI as determined in 186 Experiment 1 (See Results Experiment 1). Three maps were collected for each method, with 187 order of presentation randomised to avoid an ordering effect. Similar to Experiment 1, a 1-2 188 min rest period was provided between maps. Mean COG of both the traditional and random mapping method was compared using the 233
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test. Area and volume were compared using the non-parametric 234
Friedman Test. Post-hoc comparisons were assessed using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank 235
Test. We also examined the reliability of the parameters of the map for both the traditional 236 and the random walk method using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Measurement 237 reliability was defined according to the ICC, with ICC ≥ 0.75 defined as excellent reliability, 238 ICC between 0.50 -0.74 as moderate reliability, and ICC ≤ 0.49 as poor reliability [38, 39] . 239
The pseudorandom walk method was considered valid when no significant differences for 240 the parameters between the methods were found or, if differences were found, they fell 241 within observed variability. Moreover, the reliability of the COG and map area had to be 242 moderate to excellent (ICC ≥ 0.50). Map volume was not considered in this assessment as 243 findings with respect to reliability are inconclusive [13, 21, 23, 32]. In addition, to classify the 244 between and within-subject variance the quartile coefficient of dispersion (QCD) and 
Data exclusion 253
All participants tolerated the TMS well and completed the study. Individual stimuli were 254 excluded based on background EMG, coil angle and translation, position relative to the grid 255 and MEP size. In total 8.2% of all stimuli were excluded before analysing the maps (180 256 maps analysed). Most stimuli were excluded due to either high background EMG (4.2% of 257 the total number of stimuli) or angle and translation of the stimulus with respect to the skull 258
(3.3% of the total number of stimuli). On average, 8.5 (IQR: 7 ± 11) stimuli were excluded 259 per map. 260 261
Experiment 1: Effect of Interstimulus Interval (ISI) 262
In order to study the effect of ISI on the TMS map we compared five different ISIs (1, 1 The maps with stimuli delivered at 1 s and 2 s are very similar in shape and activity 269 compared with the 4 s ISI map. In addition, COG is similar in all three maps across all 270 participants, although the Freidman's test used with the group data revealed a small, but 271 significant difference for COG between the four ISIs (χ 2 (4) = 17.87, P < 0.01). Post hoc 272 comparisons revealed small differences between ISIs of 1.5, 2 and 3 s compared with 4 s, 273
for the Bonferroni adjusted P-value (0.0125), whilst there was no significant difference 274 between ISIs 1 s and 4 s (Z = 1.56, P = 0.12, Figure 3A ). The COGs of 4 s ISI differed less 275 than 0.7 mm from all other ISIs. Overall, the median Euclidean distance between ISI 1, 1.5, 2 276 and 3 s compared with 4 s was 2.4 mm (IQR: 1.2 -3.6 mm and 10/90 th percentiles: 0.7 -4.8
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A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 13 mm). Neither map area nor map volume revealed significant differences with ISI 279 (area: χ 2 (4) = 0.47, P = 0.98; volume: χ 2 (4) = 1.07, P = 0.90) ( Figure 3B|C ). 
Minimum number 284
All 180 data sets were analysed in order to calculate the minimum number required to 285 produce a map. In all cases the maps with reduced stimuli were well correlated with the 286 original map with the full complement of data until very close to the minimum cut-off, as 287 determined by a drop in r 2 or a shift in COG. In 95% of the cases, the minimum number was 288 determined by r 2 crossing the 0.9 threshold rather than the COG shifting more than 3.6 mm. 289 In this case 6 stimuli were excluded because the background EMG exceeded the activation 294 cut-off, leaving 94 stimuli for the full map. The correlation coefficient dropped below 0.9 after 295 38 stimuli were randomly removed from the analysis, leaving a minimum number for this 296 data set of 56 stimuli. A map from this data set with 24 stimuli (r 2 = 0.78) and a different 297 contour is also illustrated. The decrease of r 2 by extracting stimuli from the map is illustrated 298
in Figure 4B , dropping below 0.9 at 56 stimuli. Figure 5 shows the minimum number of 299 To validate the pseudorandom technique, a control experiment was conducted to determine 308 if maps collected with this method were comparable to maps acquired in the traditional 309 manner. TMS maps with the two different methods from a representative participant are 310 shown in Figure 6A . The stimulation sites are marked with black open circles. 311
Figure 6 approximately here 312
It can be observed that the map created using the pseudorandom method is very similar to 313 the map created with the traditional method. No clear difference can be observed in COG 314 and map area of the two methods. Two data sets were omitted from the analysis due 315 excessive ambient noise in EMG recordings; therefore the analysis was performed on 10 316 participants. The boxplots for COG for both x and y directions are shown in Figure 6B . COG 317 was significantly different between methods in Y (yCOG: Z = 2.48, P = 0.01) but not in X 318 (xCOG: Z = 1.89, P = 0.06). However, the median xCOG and yCOG differed by only 1.2 mm 319 and 2.1 mm, respectively, which falls within the IQR for COG variability observed in 320 Experiment 1. Neither map area nor map volume was significantly different between 321 methods (area: χ 2 (1) = 0.40, P = 0.53; volume χ 2 (1) = 0.16, P = 0.21). 322
ICCs, SEMs and QCDs for both the traditional and random walk are listed in Table I. ICCs  323 for xCOG, yCOG and area were moderate to excellent (ICC > 0.74). However, the ICC of 324 the volume for the random walk method was poor (ICC = -0.63). Whist small differences in 325 SEM for xCOG and yCOG are observed, 0.7 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively, they are within 326 the variance reported for xCOG and yCOG in Experiment 1. For map area the SEM was 343 327 for the traditional method and 323 for the pseudorandom method. This difference can be 328 considered negligible with respect to its order of magnitude. For both map area and volume, 329 QCD was smaller for the pseudorandom method (0.2) than the traditional method (0.3 -0.4). 330
We have demonstrated that it is possible to acquire a TMS map in less than two minutes by 334 reducing the interstimulus interval and by taking advantage of frameless stereotaxy to deliver 335 stimuli in a pseudorandom walk. In addition, we estimated the minimum number of stimuli 336 required to create a TMS map was 63 (IQR: 46-74). To account for inter-participant 337 variability in minimum number of stimuli, and stimuli excluded during data analysis (on 338 average 7-11), we recommend using 80 stimuli. Maps created with the new method are very 339 similar to maps created with the traditional mapping method where stimulation sites are 340 predefined. Whilst maps can be created by acquiring data with an interstimulus interval up to 341 1 s, we recommend using at most 1.5 s to limit participant discomfort. As a result, maps 342 constructed from 80 stimuli acquired with an ISI of 1.5 s can effectively reduce the 343 acquisition time to two minutes. 344
345
How quickly can data be acquired for a TMS map? 346
The primary aim of the present study was to improve the acquisition time of the mapping 347 method without reducing the quality of the map. The present study indicates the TMS map 348 can be recorded with an ISI of 1s. Whilst significant differences in COG were observed 349 between 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 s, they were always very small (< 0.7 mm), falling within the overall 350 We did not, however, examine between-session variability which has been shown to be The observation that the map does not change with shorter ISIs is not surprising. Whilst the 360 use of a 1 s ISI has been associated with lasting depression of excitability of the cortex when 361 administered to a single site repetitively for 4 -15 min [44, 45] , a number of recent 362 observations suggest depression is unlikely to be a problem with the present method. For 363 example, we have recently demonstrated that TMS delivered with an ISI of 1 s for 3 min to 364 the same stimulation site does not change corticospinal excitability [46] . In addition, the use 365 of the random walk method ensures the same site is not repeatedly stimulated and the 366 possibility of reduced synaptic efficiency is further reduced. However, whilst we have 367 demonstrated in the present study that the use of 1 s ISI is technically feasible, stimulating 368 this quickly does have some drawbacks. For example, we have observed that inexperienced 369 users find it difficult to move the coil to a new location with only 1 s ISI. In some cases this 370 leads to increased experimenter error. We noticed some users were not able to maintain the 371 coil orientation correctly on the scalp at the new location because they were focusing on the 372 neuronavigation software rather than the participant's head. More importantly, some 373 participants reported discomfort and anxiety when the stimuli where delivered with an ISI of 374 1 s and had difficulty complying with the instruction to relax the target muscle. For these 375 reasons we advocate using an ISI of at least 1.5 s when mapping with this method, however 376 emphasize that a 1 s ISI does not affect the TMS map if an experienced TMS user performs 377 the mapping and the participant is comfortable with the procedure. 378
On average the minimum number of stimuli needed to create a reproducible map was 63 379 (IQR: 46-74). A considerable spread in the minimum number was found between 380 participants ( Figure 5 ), highlighting the importance of acquiring sufficient data for the TMS 381 map in order to overcome this variability. In post-processing, 7-11 stimuli were excluded 382 from analysis. Therefore, to ensure sufficient data is collected to produce a reproducible map 383
we suggest a minimum of 80 stimuli are required for to produce a map with this method. 384 M A N U S C R I P T
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Map variability 388
The within session variability of the map parameters can mainly be attributed to MEP 389 variability, although it has been confirmed that maps can be reliably created despite 390 this variability [47] . MEPs are affected by attention [8-10], asynchronous firing of motor units 391 with phase cancellation [48] and a variety of nonphysiological factors such as coil position 392 and coil orientation [49] [50] [51] . In this study, we used the commonly adopted 45 degree coil 393 angle to stimulate the motor cortex which is commonly believed to optimally excite the hand 394 area [52]. Interestingly, it has been suggested that the optimal coil angle should be 395 individually determined [53, 54] . However, the benefit is likely to be minor [4] . Whilst 396 individualising the coil orientation might decrease MEP variability it would also increase the 397 mapping time, which is not beneficial for clinical application. In addition the use of electrical 398 field estimates as opposed to RMT has been advocated as a more reliable measure [51, 55], 399 however this is not common practice. MEP variability also depends on the muscle studied 400 and the stimulation site, with proximal muscles usually reported to have more variable MEPs 401 than distal muscles. and variability increasing as the coil is moved away from the 402 hotspot [26] . Map reliability has also been argued to be sensitive to experimenter error [32, 403 56]. In an attempt to reduce these sources of variability and improve the quality of the map 404 we took several precautions both during data acquisition and in post-processing. 405
First, to ensure attention was maintained during data acquisition, participants were provided 406 with continuous feedback about the level of EMG which they were instructed to keep 407 between predefined boundaries. In general, participants reported this task as being easy to 408 achieve but also that it required continuous focus to successfully perform. Whereas this task 409 minimized and stabilised background EMG, any trials with increased background EMG were 410 exclud-ed to further minimize MEP variability. Second, the neuronavigation data was 411 scrutinised offline to ensure coil orientation was consistent throughout the session. This filtering is especially beneficial in the periphery of the map, where variability in the 418 smaller MEPs has been argued to be source of reduced reliability of the map parameters 419
[21]. As a result, the quality of the map is improved and the number of stimuli needed to 420 construct a map is reduced without compromising information content. 421
For both the pseudorandom as the traditional method we found the greatest ICCs for xCOG 422 and yCOG. In general most literature supports the notion that COG is a more reliable 423 parameter than either area or volume [13, 21, 23, 32]. We confirmed for the pseudrandom 424 walk method that also area is a reliable measure but this does not hold for volume. The 425 difference in reliability of the map volume between the methods is in line with the equivocal 426 reports earlier [13, 21] and is unlikely to be a consequence of the method. Therefore, we 427 recommend focusing on COG and area when analysing TMS maps. 428 429
Further considerations 430
It is interesting to note the increased use of TMS mapping in neurosurgery as a tool for brain 431 tumour localisation. This contrasts to its use in studying motor system plasticity and motor 432 rehabilitation, where the technique remains confined to research studies. The present study 433 indicates it may be possible to use a shorter ISI for presurgical mapping, where a 4 s ISI is 434 common practise [6]. However, it must be emphasised that further study in this area is 435 warranted and that the computational method should be validated against existing methods 436 to determine corticomotor representation size [29] . 437
The method to create a TMS map presented here makes it possible to assess cortical 438 organisation in less than 2 minutes. We recommend using at least 80 stimuli to take account 439 for variability. Whilst it is possible to use fewer stimuli an ISI of 1 s to produce a map in as 440 little as 1 min, maps produced in this manner will be subject to greater error. To tackle the 441 observed variability in the minimum number of data required to produce a map, a potential Corticospinal excitability is indicated by colour, with blue representing lack of excitability and 481 red representing the greatest excitability. The black cross (X) highlights the centre of gravity. 482
In this participant, neither the centre of gravity, area or volume changed across the five ISIs. 483 respect to the map containing all data. The minimum number was taken when the correlation 498 dropped below 0.9 or the centre of gravity moved more than 3.6 mm (Euclidean distance). In 499 this example the minimum number was taken at 56 when the correlation was 0.9. Removing 500 more stimuli changes the map as shown when only 24 stimuli are left, while the correlation 501 coefficient is still high (0.78). (A) The TMS maps with 94, 56 and 24 stimuli. (B) The 502 correlation coefficient (r 2 ) plotted against the number of stimuli used to create the map. With 503 56 stimuli, r 2 dropped below 0.9. 504 Apart for volume, correlation is good to excellent for both methods. This indicates the 531 random walk method is a reliable method for creating TMS maps. The small differences in 532 SEM for both x-and y-coordinate of the centre of gravity (xCOG and yCOG) fall within 1.3 533 mm and 1.1 mm COG variances reported in Experiment 1. The SEM difference of 20 for 534 map area can be considered negligible with respect to its order of magnitude. QCD is 535 smaller for both map area and volume for the pseudorandom method compared to the 536 traditional method. Apart for volume, correlation is good to excellent for both methods. This indicates the random walk method is a reliable method for creating TMS maps. The small differences in 
Data acquisition: Collecting the EMG and neuronavigation data 2
Data acquisition for the TMS maps is started after determining the hotspot and motor 3 threshold. Frameless stereotaxy (BrainSight 2, Rogue Research Inc, Montreal, Canada) was 4 used to define a 6 x 6 cm grid as indicated by blue markers (see Figure 1A -right 5 panel).The position and trajectory of each stimulus was illustrated on the display immediately 6 after it was acquired. Experimenters were instructed to use this feedback to adjust coil 7 position and orientation whilst stimuli were delivered at a constant intestimulus interval 8 (typically 1.5 s). Moreover, experimenters were instructed to attempt to ensure the stimuli 9
were equally spread across the grid, and not too stimulate twice in close proximity. The 10 resulting grid of data was most consistent if the first four stimuli were delivered close to the 11 blue corner markers of the grid. Thereafter, the procedure continued by pseudorandomly 12 stimulating across the 6 x 6 cm square, with the location of successive stimuli determined by 13 the experimenter. United States). For all EMG recordings the MEP was quantified by its peak-to-peak (MEP pp ) 20 value, which was extracted from a window 20-50 ms after the stimulation ( Figure 1A) . The 21 corresponding stimulation position in 3D space was extracted from the neuronavigation data. 22
BrainSight makes use of the Polaris Vicra optical tracking system (NDI Medical, Ontario, 23 Canada), which has an accuracy of 0.5 mm. CSFit was determined by fitting a rectangular plane through the cloud of 3D position data. 38
Using the assumption that every z-coordinate is functionally dependent on it's respective x 39 and y-coordinate (x, y, f(x,y)), the fitting function is defined as: 40
The plane fit was created using a least squares algorithm optimising a three parameter (A, As the plane fit (Equation 3) was needed to transform the data from 3D to 2D, any 85 outliers would worsen the fit and result in an inaccurate transformation. Therefore, to 86 avoid stimuli outside the predefined grid affecting the plane fitted through the stimuli 87 positions an initial transformation from 3D to 2D in CSref was calculated using the 88 grid's orientation matrix as derived from the output of the neuronavigation software 89 (Equation 1: BrainSight out ). Subsequently, all stimulation positions exceeding the 90 sides of the grid by more than 20 mm in either X or Y when transformed to the origin 91 were excluded from further analysis. This value was chosen based on pilot testing. 92
Next, all data were transformed back to 3D to determine the plane fit according to 93 Equation 3. After transformation to a 2D plane using the fitted plane, any stimuli 94 exceeding the sides by more than 10 mm away were also excluded. In this case, 10 95 mm was used as it was found that stimuli delivered near the border of the grid as 96 observed in BrainSight were usually found just outside the predefined grid when 97 projected in a 2D plane. Accordingly, stimuli outside the grid but within 10 mm were M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 5 included and the grid enlarged. However, the same grid size was used for all maps in 99 a participant; therefore grid sizes differed slightly between, but not within, 100 participants. 101
• Extreme MEP outliers 102 MEP values exceeding mean + 3.5 SD of all MEP values within a map were 103 excluded to avoid skewing the map based on a single MEP. As this criteria might be 104 closely correlated with background EMG it was checked how many stimuli of the 105 stimuli excluded on this criteria were also excluded based in the background EMG 106 criteria. In total 55% of the stimuli excluded based on this criteria was also excluded 107 based on a too high background EMG. 108 In addition to taking precautions to reduce map variability, the TMS map was made less 125 sensitive to MEP variability by the algorithm used to create the map. It has been suggested 126 that the relative variability of MEPs near the border of the map is larger than the variability 127 associated with MEPs recorded closer to the hotspot, and that this is the main source of the 128 observed COG variability [4, 5] . Moreover, Brasil-Neto et al. [6] suggested more stimuli 129 should be delivered at positions further away from the hotspot in order to achieve equal 130 maximum error in determining the MEP pp value at these positions. Both problems are 131 reduced by the adopted method of creating a map. A plane is fitted through all acquired 132 data; with a stiffness setting that determines the flexibility of the surface (see Supplementary  133 Material for further detail). The stiffness setting of the fitted surface prevents skewing of the 134 fitted plane as a result of greater variability in the periphery and thereby reduces the 135 sensitivity of the map parameters to this local variability. In addition, in contrast to Neto et al. [6] we suggest that using this method of creating the map it is possible to use 137 fewer stimuli in the periphery and more near the 'hotspot', in order to achieve a higher spatial 138 resolution in this most excitable area. 139 140 In total 8.2% of all stimuli were excluded before analysing the maps (180 maps analysed). 141
Most stimuli were excluded due to high background EMG (4.2%) or angle and translation of 142 the stimulus with respect to the skull (3.3%). For each map between 5 -11 (8 ± 3) stimuli 143 were excluded based on these predefined criteria. 144 145
Map parameters 146
Traditionally, the map area is defined by the number of excitable scalp sites and their 147 distribution, typically a 1-cm spaced grid, with multiple stimuli per site [7] . In the present 148 study, a map was created using a fixed grid size and by stimulating at random positions. A 149 map was constructed from the grid position and EMG records by approximating the MEP 150 size for 2500 partitions within the 6 x 6 cm grid. The map area was calculated by taking the M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT TMS brain mapping in less than two minutes 7 10% of maximum approximated MEP (aMEP 10% ) relative to all partitions (N total = 2500). This 153 method is based on Uy et al. [5] , who demonstrated that the 10% cutoff reduces the 154 variability of the area by excluding the small variable MEPs near the boundaries of the map. 155
Where area map is the total mapped area of 36 cm 2 . 156 Accordingly, map volume was the sum of all aMEP 10% , subtracted by the 10% level. The 
